The Relationship Between Saccharin and Alcohol Intake in Rats
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GOSNELL, B. A. AND D. D. KRAHN. The relationship between saccharin and alcohol intake in rats. ALCOHOL 9(3) 203-206, 1991.—Male rats were given daily sessions during which a palatable saccharin solution was available. Based on intakes averaged over 3 days, groups with low, intermediate, or high intake of saccharin were formed. These rats were then given daily sessions in which alcohol (2-8%) or water were available. Initially, sessions were conducted with rats on a food restriction schedule; in later sessions, food was available ad lib. When rats were food restricted, there were no differences among the groups in terms of alcohol or water intake. When the food restriction schedule was discontinued, alcohol intake in the intermediate and high saccharin intake groups was generally higher than that of the low saccharin group. On the final series of alcohol sessions, the high saccharin group consumed significantly more 2% and 6% alcohol than the low saccharin group. These results are consistent with reports which have found that rats selected for high or low alcohol intake have corresponding high and low intakes of saccharin.

LARGE individual differences in the degree to which alcohol is self-administered have been observed in rats. In fact, these differences in self-administration have led to the development of genetic strains of rats that differ dramatically in alcohol preference (19,26). However, it is unclear whether differences in alcohol preference are specific for alcohol or are paralleled by differences in the self-administration of other substances. Forsander (8) has reported that rats of the alcohol-prefering AA strain consumed more fat than those of the alcohol non-prefering ANA strain. Furthermore, we have recently reported that rats selected on the basis of their preference for dietary fat differed in the amount of alcohol they would consume (16). Specifically, rats that self-selected a diet high in fat consumed more alcohol than rats self-selecting a diet high in carbohydrate. Marks-Kaufman and Lipeles (20) found that those rats which went on to become oral consumers of morphiine consumed more dietary fat than those that would not drink the morphine solution. Thus, there may be a general, positive relationship between the preference for dietary fat and the self-administration of drugs.

Sweet taste is another quality of food which is reinforcing and/or preferred, and therefore, might interact or covary with the preference for (or self-administration of) alcohol and other drugs. Rats will ingest sweet solutions in the absence of deprivation (7,22). In preference tests, they typically prefer the sweeter of two solutions (10,33). In the “two bottle” paradigm for measuring alcohol preference, provision of saccharin, sucrose, or fat solutions as a “third choice” resulted in a decrease in alcohol consumption (18). Likewise, the availability of a saccharin/glucose solution decreased the self-administration of cocaine in rats (3), while the deprivation of a saccharin/glucose solution increased the self-administration of etonitazene (2) and cocaine (3). In rats selected for low and high alcohol self-administration, corresponding low and high intakes of saccharin solution have been noted (13,25). To determine whether this relationship is reciprocal, we selected rats with high, intermediate, or low voluntary intakes of saccharin solution, and measured their subsequent intakes of alcohol solutions. We hypothesized that those rats which showed the greatest intake of saccharin would also show the greatest intake of alcohol.

METHOD

Saccharin Intake and Group Formation

Male Wistar rats (Sprague-Dawley Inc., Indianapolis, IN) (n = 52) were housed individually in stainless-steel cages in a room in which the lights were on from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Upon arrival into the lab, they were given ad lib access to water and standard lab chow. Six days later, water was removed from all cages. The next day, approximately 2 hours after the onset of the light cycle, they were moved to individual test cages and allowed to drink a 0.1% sodium saccharin solution (wt/
vol) for 1 h. The solution was presented in 25-ml graduated burets fitted with stainless-steel sipper tubes. After this session, rats were returned to their home cages, where food was available ad lib; water deprivation was continued. This test procedure was repeated on the following day, except that water was returned following the saccharin-drinking session. Water was available ad lib for the remainder of the experiment. Daily 1-h saccharin drinking sessions were continued for an additional 13 days. In these sessions, both water and saccharin were available for 1 h. Positions of the burets containing these fluids were reversed daily. On the basis of saccharin intakes averaged over the final three sessions, groups of low, intermediate, and high saccharin drinkers were formed (n = 8 per group). These groups were then tested for alcohol intake and diet preferences as described below. Mean body weights, as measured on the day before the beginning of saccharin intake measures, were 311 ± 3, 312 ± 2, and 302 ± 6 g for the low, intermediate, and high saccharin intake groups, respectively.

Alcohol Intake

The method of inducing alcohol intake was modified from that of Stewart and Grupp (27). On the day after groups were formed, all rats were deprived of food overnight. The next day, they were placed in the drinking test cages where food and water were available. Though not water deprived, rats consume water in association with eating. After 1 hour, the rats were returned to their home cages, where food was available for an additional 4 hours. Water was available at all times in the home cages. This procedure was repeated daily for the next 4 days. The water available in the test cage was then replaced with 20% ethanol (vol/vol) for the next 7 days. The ethanol concentration was then increased in 2% increments up to a concentration of 8%, with seven sessions being conducted at each concentration. As with the first day, food was available to the rats for only 5 hours/day: 1 hour in the test cages and 4 hours in the home cages. After the final session with 8% ethanol, this restricted schedule ended, and food was available ad lib in the home cages. Daily 1-hour drinking sessions continued as described above, except that food was no longer available in the test cage. Seven daily sessions were conducted with 8% ethanol as the test solution. The ethanol concentration was then decreased to 0% (water) in 2% increments, with three daily sessions at each concentration. After the three water sessions, the concentration was then increased in 2% increments to 8%, with three daily sessions at each concentration except 8%, which was tested for 5 days. At each concentration, intake was averaged over the final three sessions if seven or more consecutive sessions were run at that concentration; when less than seven sessions were run, all except the first session were averaged.

Saccharin Intake Retest

To determine whether relative saccharin intakes remained stable after the alcohol intake sessions, the three groups were given seven daily sessions with 0.1% saccharin as the test fluid. The first session was three days after the final 8% ethanol session. In the initial saccharin sessions described above, water intake was negligible in all three groups. To simplify the retest procedures, therefore, water was not available simultaneously with the saccharin. Intakes on the final three sessions were averaged to yield saccharin retest scores.

Data Analysis

Intakes of the diets and the saccharin and alcohol solutions were compared across groups with Bonferroni t tests (one-tailed).

RESULTS

Initial Saccharin Intake

The low, intermediate, and high saccharin drinking groups consumed an average of 0.9 ± 0.1, 3.5 ± 0.1, and 8.8 ± 1.6 ml, respectively. The mean intake of water, which was available along with saccharin, was low in all three groups (less than 0.3 ml on all test days).

Alcohol Intake

During the food-restriction phase, mean intake of water (0%) and the various alcohol solutions ranged from 7.0-12.0 ml, with highest intakes occurring with 2% and 4% concentrations (Fig. 1, upper panel). Planned comparisons indicated no differences in intake among the low, middle, and high saccharin drinking groups at any alcohol concentrations. Once the food restriction schedule ended, intake during the daily drinking sessions decreased as expected (Fig. 1, lower panel). The alcohol concentration was gradually decreased to 0% (water) and then increased up to 8%. All groups appeared to consume more in the ascending series than in the descending series. At each concentration, except the initial 8% test, mean intake of the middle and high saccharin drinking groups was greater than that of the low saccharin group. Planned comparisons indicated that in the second nondeprived sessions with 2% and 6% alcohol, mean intake of the high saccharin group was significantly greater than that of the low saccharin group (Bonferroni t tests, one-tailed, p < 0.05). The intake of water (0%) by all groups was lower than the intake of all alcohol solutions. Mean intakes of water differed by less than 1.0 ml.

Saccharin Intake Retest

When saccharin intake was measured after alcohol testing, mean intakes for the low, middle, and high saccharin groups were 5.8 ± 0.5, 8.5 ± 1.0, and 13.3 ± 2.1 ml, respectively. Repeated measure t-tests (two-tailed) indicated that all groups consumed significantly more saccharin in the retest than in the initial test (t = 8.60, 4.91, and 4.97, respectively, for the low, middle, and high saccharin groups, all p values < 0.01). Thus, although mean intakes were increased by 4.5-5.0 ml, the relative positions of the means remained the same as at the beginning of the experiment. In addition, the two measures of saccharin intake were significantly correlated (Pearson r = 0.88, Spearman r = 0.64, p < 0.01).

Body Weight

Body weights were measured several times during the course of the experiment. There were no significant differences among groups at any measurement. On the day after the completion of the saccharin retest measures, mean body weights were 509 ± 13, 499 ± 10, and 503 ± 13 g for the low, intermediate, and high saccharin groups, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Rats selected for high levels of voluntary intake of saccharin solution showed a tendency to consume more alcohol than
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FIG. 1. (Top) Intake of alcohol by low, intermediate, and high saccharin consuming rats (means ± SEM, n = 8 per group). Each point represents the average of the final three sessions at the indicated concentrations. Rats were on a food-restricted schedule, and the test session coincided with the first hour of food availability each day. (Bottom) Intake of alcohol by the same groups when food was available ad lib, except during the test session. Each point represents the average of 2–4 sessions. Asterisks indicate significant differences from the low saccharin intake group (p < 0.05, one-tailed Bonferroni t test).

rats selected for low levels of saccharin intake. This observed relationship is consistent with that reported by Kamov-Polevoy et al. (13). These authors measured intakes of quinine, saccharin, and alcohol solutions in rats. When groups were formed on the basis of initial consumption of alcohol, they noted a positive relationship between alcohol consumption and consumption of saccharin and quinine solutions in prior tests.

One possible explanation for the tendency of saccharin-consuming rats to consume more alcohol is that the rewarding effects of alcohol and saccharin consumption are mediated by the same brain mechanism. Wise (31) has contended that a common mechanism may mediate reward derived from drugs, electrical stimulation of the brain, and natural reinforcers such as food and water. With this view, one might predict that rats showing high and low rates of self-administration of one substance would also show corresponding high and low self-administration of other substances which activate the same reward system. A number of studies support the existence of such a relationship. Nichols and Hsiao (24) found that rats selectively bred for high and low susceptibility to opiate addiction (as measured by oral morphine consumption) also displayed corresponding high and low susceptibility to alcohol addiction. Similarly, rats selectively bred for high rates of brain electrical self-stimulation consume more saccharin solution than those bred for low rates of self-stimulation (9). Marks-Kaufman and Lipeles (20) noted that rats which would consume a morphine solution had a higher baseline preference for dietary fat than those rats that would not consume morphine. Finally, we recently found that rats with a high baseline preference for fat consumed more alcohol than those with a low fat preference (16).

A second possible explanation for the relationship between the intakes of saccharin and alcohol is that the two solutions are similar in taste. On the basis of taste reactivity and taste aversion generalization studies, several reports have concluded that the taste of alcohol has a sweet and a bitter component (4,14,15). With our procedures, which allowed 1 h of access to alcohol per day, rats may not have consumed enough alcohol to permit learning about postingestive effects. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility that our observed differences in alcohol intake are due to taste factors alone. However, our results are consistent with those of Sinclair et al. (25), who used continuous access procedures to compare saccharin intake in alcohol-prefering and alcohol-avoiding lines of rats. They reviewed the issue of alcohol taste in detail, and concluded that their observed strain-related differences in saccharin preference are related more to differences in the postingestive effects of alcohol than to differences in alcohol taste reactivity.

It is important to note that when saccharin intake was retested after the alcohol sessions, the ordering of the group means (low, intermediate, and high intake) did not change. Intake in all three groups increased by approximately the same amount (4.5–5 ml). This increase may reflect increased familiarity with the testing procedures. That the differences between the groups were observed on retest suggests that the groups actually differed in their acceptance of saccharin, rather than in their neophobic reactions to a novel taste or in their rates of adaptation to the testing procedures.

The interaction between the intake of sweet substances and the preference for and intake of drugs does not appear to be limited to laboratory animals, although laboratory studies in humans are lacking and should be performed. In a survey of eating and drinking habits among adolescents, increased alcohol intake was associated with increased intake of sugars, sweets, fats, and oils and with decreased intakes of complex carbohydrates (32). Recovering alcoholics who have the longest periods of postdetoxification sobriety report increased intake of sugar in beverages and increased carbohydrate intake (34). Sweet cravings are frequently reported by opiate addicts, and large intakes of sweet foods have been reported in this population (23,28,30). Anorexic and bulimic patients have increased preferences for sweet tastants (5,6) (although they typically deprive themselves of these foods) and increased rates of alcoholism and other substance abuse (11,12,17,21,29). While clinical recommendations cannot be made on the basis of these findings in rats, it is of interest that
literature published by Alcoholics Anonymous, and used in some treatment programs, indicates that “thousands of us—even many who said they had never liked sweet—have found that eating or drinking something sweet allays the urge to drink” (1). Thus, an understanding of the interactions between preference for sweet substances and the preference for and intake of drugs may be important in treatment and prevention in both drug-abusing and eating-disordered populations.
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